
Pro Tools Inner Circle Member? Here’s two sneaky Rob Papen upgrades you won’t want to miss… 

If you’re a Pro Tools Inner Circle member, then you own Predator 3 PL - the streamlined super-synth 

from veteran plugin maker Rob Papen. 

But by owning Predator 3 PL, you’re now entitled to a very special upgrade to either: 

• The full version of Rob Papen Predator 3 

• The full Rob Papen eXplorer-8 bundle! 

Links to access both upgrades are below. 

Why upgrade from Predator-3 PL to full Predator 3?  

Full Predator 3 means you get greatly expanded sound shaping potential over the included Predator-

3 PL, adding complete control of all settings as well as containing a whopping 6100 presets – enough 

to keep music flowing for a very long time! Also, since Predator 3-PL is just an AAX plugin, it can only 

operate in Pro Tools. Owning full Predator 3 means you get VST3, VST, AU plus AAX, so you can make 

full use of Predator 3 in any other DAW you may own, too. 

Why upgrade from Predator 3 PL to eXplorer-8? 

For those who want it all, Rob Papen eXplorer-8 is the complete collection of all current Rob Papen 

plugins, giving you 28 unique synthesizers, drum plugins and effects covering the entire sound 

spectrum of synthesis from classic to modern, including delays, reverbs, and incredible sounding 

percussion. It naturally includes the full version of Predator 3 as well as all Rob Papen’s other 

software, and can also be used in any DAW too. 

How do I get a Predator 3 PL upgrade? 

To get a Predator 3 PL upgrade you can make a purchase using the below links, and once purchased, 

you will be requested to submit proof of ownership of Predator 3 PL via a PDF document sent to 

info@gear4music.com (instructions below). 

• Order your Predator 3 upgrade: Click Here. 

• Order your eXplorer-8 upgrade: Click Here. 

Note: If for any reason you cannot provide proof of ownership then we will refund the order in full. 

How do I provide proof of ownership for Predator 3 PL? 

To provide proof, follow these steps.  

1. Log in at: https://www.robpapen.com/yourdetails/index.php  

2. Click ‘My Products’ at the top,  

3. Then click ‘Print product overview’, which creates a popup for a printable document. This 

document is the required proof - it confirms the serial number of the Predator 3 PL copy you 

own, along with your name and email address. 

4. There is no need to physically print this file - On a desktop computer, change the print 

destination to ‘Save as PDF’ and make a note of where you saved the PDF file so you can 

email it to us. On iPhone, you can click the icon in the top right that looks like       and send 

the PDF this way.  
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What is Pro Tools Inner Circle? 

Pro Tools Inner Circle is a curated collection of bonus plugins, sound libraries, training materials and 

more which are made available to active Pro Tools subscribers, or Pro Tools perpetual users with an 

active support plan. Once accessed, plugins are yours to keep. 

How do I get Pro Tools Inner Circle? 

To get Pro Tools Inner Circle, you need to have an active annual subscription to Pro Tools, Pro Tools 

Ultimate, Pro Tools for Education or Pro Tools Ultimate for Education, or own a Pro Tools Studio or 

Pro Tools Ultimate perpetual license and have an active Software Updates + Support Plan. 

 


